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ABSTRACT
Improving ionic conductivity and lithium mobility in polymer electrolytes is
important for their practical use for battery electrolytes. In this study, a combination of
molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations was used to bring insight into lithium
ion transport in poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) with plasticizers and also next to alumina
solid surface doped with lithium salt. The simulations were performed using a moderately
high molecular weight polymer (M„ = 10,000 g/mol) at an EO:Li ratio of 15. For the
plasticized system, the PEO with LiN(CF3S02)2 (LiTFSI) was mixed with 10 wt%
plasticizers that included either cyclic ethylene carbonate (EC) or propylene carbonate
(PC). Comparisons with an array of experiments showed a slight underestimation of the
compared ionic conductivity, but within a factor of two, at most. With the addition of EC
and PC plasticizers, the ionic conductivity increased a moderate degree with most of the
increase due to faster TFSI anion motion, but not lithium cation. It was found that
propylene carbonate formed complexes with the TFSI anion, in which lithium was an
intermediary, creating moderate sized clusters. This formation allowed enhanced
diffusion of lithium ions bound with TFSI ions, but this formation was offset by slower
diffusion for lithium ions bound with ethylene oxide oxygens. Ethylene carbonate, on the
other hand, showed no significant complexing with TFSI anion. The formation of this
cluster, therefore, may be an avenue for increasing lithium diffusion but would likely
require a plasticizer with stronger interactions with lithium than the carbonates studied.

iii

iv
We also examined the influence of both acidic and basic alumina surfaces on the
structure and lithium mobility in PEO with LiC104 salts. The results showed the surface
interacted with lithium salt anion in the acidic case via hydrogen bonding, which
essentially freezes the lithium salt anion movement at the surface, yet a modest
enhancement in lithium ion mobility was observed at low temperature.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
This work focuses on using computational techniques to comprehend why
plasticized and nanocomposite solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) membranes have
enhanced conductivity with respect to pure SPEs. The long-term goal of this work is to
provide guidance to engineer new polymeric materials to replace traditional liquid
electrolytes for rechargeable lithium batteries (RLBs). This replacement can only be done
if a reliable molecular picture can be developed, which requires verification.

This

verification is a major factor of the work in which numerous comparisons with
experiment have been carried out, the most important of which are comparisons with
ionic conductivities.
The need for energy is one of the most important issues and challenges facing our
country and the world today. Improving electrochemical energy technologies, for
example, batteries will be a vital part of the solution to our energy challenges. Economic
and environmental benefits will be provided through these new technologies. Their use
can also directly reduce the dependence on imported fuels. In recent decades,
rechargeable lithium batteries, especially the second generation, have been used
increasingly in consumer electronics and military equipment, and have the potential for
utilization in electric and hybrid vehicles [1-6].
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The most often used electrolytes for RLBs are liquids. However, the leakage of
liquid electrolytes is a major safety concern due to the highly reactive elements such as
lithium salts and metals. Furthermore, at high temperatures and in overcharging
circumstances, traditional carbonate electrolytes react with the electrodes, creating gases
that cause the batteries to break, resulting in fire or explosion [7-11]. Due to the
electrolyte reaction, some of the lithium becomes passivated and isolated from the bulk
anode as finely divided lithium. This phenomenon is common for second generation
lithium cells and is somewhat independent of the cathode [7].
To eliminate these problems, a solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) can be used in
place of the liquid electrolytes since it is virtually free of leakage. These composite solid
polymer electrolytes offer other potential advantages, such as low cost design, flexibility
in sizes and shapes, good electrochemical stability, enhanced mechanical properties, low
flammability, low corrosive properties, reduce propensity for leakage, and the ability to
form good interfacial contact with electrodes [5, 12, 13]. The most investigated SPE is
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) with the addition of lithium salts of the imide anion, LiC104
[14-29], Li[N(CF3S03)2] (LiTFSI) [30-32] , LiCF 3 S0 3 (LiTf) [14, 33-39], Lil [14, 40, 41],
and LiBF4 [42], to allow the conduction of lithium ions, in which the segmental motion of
the PEO chains assist in ion motion along the oxygen atoms. The ionic conductivity of
SPEs at room temperature is on the order of 10"4~10"7 S/cm due to its high crystalline
ratio [13], while 10"3 S/cm is a good fit for an electrolyte to be commercially viable [5, 6,
43, 44]. A reasonable speculation for this non-viability is that the nature of SPEs are
crystalline near room temperature, hindering their efficiency and significantly reducing
their practicality [45]. Thus, diverse studies of trying to minimize the crystallization
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degree on the polymer electrolyte and modifying the composites have been pursued to
improve ionic conductivity of polymer electrolytes since the middle of the 1980s [12].
Two of the most popular methods [46] pursued to improve the conductance of SPEs are
the introduction of plasticizers [6, 45, 47-50], often creating polymeric gels, and the
utilization of nanoporous membranes,[2, 19, 51] which keep the solid-state character of
the PEs intact.

1.1

Plasticized Polymer Electrolytes

The addition of plasticizers, such as cyclic carbonates like propylene carbonate
(PC) and ethylene carbonate (EC) [20, 22, 38-41], has been shown to increase the
conductivity close to practical levels around 10" S/cm at room temperature [14, 46, 5256]. Consider the beneficial properties of SPEs and the high conductivities of liquid
electrolytes, plasticized polymers have both properties. While plasticized polymer
electrolytes provide conductivities close to those of liquid electrolytes, they have two
main weaknesses. Since a large liquid component is added to the polymer, the
mechanical properties are weakened with respect to SPEs. Furthermore, the separation of
the liquid fraction from the polymer, indicated as syneresis, can be a problem and lead to
electrolyte breakdown [57]. There are multiple ways to improve the mechanical
properties of gel polymer electrolytes, including cross-linking the polymers, [5 8] and
placing low molecular weight polymer, e.g. PEG (Mw= 200-6000) [17, 20, 26, 29, 36, 59,
60] into a network of cross-linked fumed silica [61].
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1.2

Nanocomposite Polymer Electrolytes

In order to reduce the crystallization degree on the polymer electrolyte without
affecting the mechanical properties of the system, inorganic and/or organic additives are
added to the SPEs, which are generally called "composite solid polymer electrolytes"
(CSPEs). Various materials, such as ceramic powders [24], organic acids [60], and
organic/inorganic composites [62], have been examined for the purpose of producing
CSPEs. These organic/inorganic materials include y-LiA102 [15, 21, 22, 41, 63-66], and
A1203 [2, 15, 17, 21, 22, 24-27, 35, 40, 41, 63, 67-70], Si0 2 [15, 23, 28, 37, 42, 60, 63, 67,
71], Ti0 2 [2, 22, 23, 63, 67, 68, 70], Fe 2 0 3 [63], SrBi4Ti40i5 (SBT (CIT)) [22], MgO [41],
and other filler compounds. Unlike plasticized SPEs, CSPEs have very good mechanical
properties and improved conductivities over pure SPEs. They also are not prone to
leakage, but still have conductivities that are around two orders of magnitude too low for
practical use. With the introduction of spherical nanoparticles, an increase in the
amorphous regions of the polymer has been linked to higher conductivity [2, 72].
Experiment often reveals that stronger PEO oxygen-nanoparticle and anion-nanoparticle
interactions aid faster lithium transport through the electrolyte [17, 26, 73]. However, for
short chained PEO, evidence shows that the crystallinity can facilitate lithium ion
transport, thereby making crystallinity a possible ion transport enhancer [74]. Due to the
interactions between lithium, its counter ion, and the nanoparticles, higher conductivity
and lithium transference are achieved within the composite membranes [73]. A desirable
outcome from this interaction is a faster lithium diffusion rate with respect to anion
diffusion. This faster rate is important because only the lithium undergoes oxidation and
reduction at the electrode surfaces.

5

Another pathway is to introduce nanoporous membranes (e.g. Ti0 2 , A1203, and
Si0 2 etc.) to SPEs, which has the possible benefit of increasing the solid-polymer
interfacial area over the spherical nanoparticles [75-80]. Evidence has shown that the
stronger the PEO oxy-nanoparticle/anion-nanoparticle interactions, the faster lithium
transport facilitation throughout the electrolytes [17, 26, 73]. The previous statement
implies that increasing both the interaction strength and volume fraction of PEO in
connection with these interactions may increase the overall conductivity and transference
of lithium. Recent research shows that the ionic conductivity and microstructure of
composite SPEs from the Lewis acid-base type interactions varied between acidic and
basic type species present in the systems studied [16, 26, 68, 73, 81]. The Lewis acid
groups of the surface (e.g. the -OH group on the A1203 surface) may result in a higher
conductivity than that of the corresponding Lewis base sample. Based on this reasoning,
further strengthening of these interactions and increasing the overall volume fraction of
PEO in touch with these interactions will enhance the conductivity and lithium
transference number.

1.3

Computational Methods Needed

The understanding of the ion transport mechanism on the molecular level of these
systems and the effects of these behaviors on the entire conductivities of SPEs would
benefit the design of SPEs for RLBs greatly. Experimental methods can bring some
insight into the effect of plasticizers on polymer structures. However, computational
methods play a valuable role in providing significant insight into molecular level
interactions and structures. Particularly, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are well
suited for providing a direct route from the microscopic details of a system (the molecular
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geometry, the masses of the atoms, the interaction between them, etc.). The results of
macroscopic properties, such as ionic conductivity, transport coefficients, and so on may
also be directly compared with those of real experiments.
The conduction mechanism of lithium in PEO and carbonates has been
investigated widely with the use of computational methods [82-96]. Because of this
extensive investigation, there is a good understanding of the mechanism of lithium ion
transport in neat amorphous and crystalline PEO. Nevertheless, the role of plasticizers on
lithium conduction in PEO in low enough concentrations to be relevant for RLBs has not
been studied computationally. This study requires the development of new computational
methodologies.
Since computational methods can provide a direct picture of the molecular
structure, a deeper understanding of the system details can be obtained. For example, the
system details may illustrate how the conductivities of SPEs would be beneficial for SPE
and RLB design. Different experimental methods may elucidate the effects of
nanoparticles on polymer structures such as neutron scattering [97], Raman spectroscopy
[98], and NMR [76, 99], but computational methods provide a much more distinct
molecular level picture than these methods.
Regarding the modeling of SPEs with nanoparticles, there have been a few
studies focused on lithium ion transport on the molecular level [100, 101]. These works
provide some interesting qualitative insight into lithium ion motion for these systems.
Computational methods have been used extensively to study conduction mechanisms [83,
92, 102] such as that for the lithium in PEO. These methods have revealed an in-depth
understanding of the conduction mechanism for lithium ion transport in both amorphous
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and crystalline PEO. Other studies of nanoparticle embedded polymer electrolytes have
been carried out, but without adequate comparisons with experiments [100, 101].
The effect of nanoparticles on the mechanism of lithium conduction at the
molecular level is not understood completely. Research of interactions between PEO,
lithium, and its counter-ions with spherical nanoparticles affecting the lithium ion
conduction is still incomplete and lacks in comparison with other experiments.
Sometimes, molecular simulation is questionable even though it is an exceptional method
for understanding the details of molecular levels. Experimental comparisons with
nanocomposite systems can be complex because the long range orders are not tracked by
the usual molecular simulation methods. A new strategy is needed to allow for a more
direct comparison between these different molecular systems, in turn, providing an
improvement in molecular simulation. When used in conjunction with an experiment, the
factors may be better understood in order to maximize the nanocomposite conductivity
lithium transference.

CHAPTER 2
COMPUTER SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
2.1
2.1.1

Statistical Mechanics

Sampling from Ensembles
Statistical mechanics provides a link for relating the microscopic properties (e.g

atomic and molecular positions R, velocities v) of atoms and molecules to the
macroscopic properties (e.g. pressure p, internal energy E) of materials. Consider a onecomponent macroscopic system, which is usually defined by a small set of parameters
(e.g. the number of particles N, the temperature T, the energy E, the volume V and the
pressure p). We use T for a point in phase space and calculating the instantaneous value
of some macroscopic property A, as a function A(T). The experimentally observable
'macroscopic' property A0bs can be calculated by averaging over all possible states v4(r):
A

o»S ={A)enSemb,e

=HA(T)Pensemble(T)

,

Eq. 2.1

r

where p(T) is the probability density for state T. In general, penSembie
PNVT,

sucn as

PNPT

and

and, is a function defined by the chosen fixed macroscopic parameters. For

convenience, p e n s e m b J e ( r ) can be written as a 'weight' function wensemble

(T), with a

partition function Qensembie (also called the sum over states) acting as the normalizing
factor:
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ensemble V
r ensemble^

)

/

Eq. 2.2

a

ensemble

^ensemble

7 A

ensemble V

_r

M

Eq. 2.4

ensemble

2.1.2

Eq. 2.3

/

/

.Wensemhle\\

)

Common Statistical Ensembles
The four most popular ensembles are the following: the micro-canonical

(constant-iVFE) ensemble, the canonical (constant-iVKT) ensemble, the isothermalisobaric (constant-NpT) ensemble, and the grand canonical (constant-// VT) ensemble [103,
104]. In this work, the first three ensembles are used and explained below.
Microcanonical Ensemble

QSVE-

The microcanonical ensemble, also referred to

as the constant-JVyii ensemble, is very useful for theoretical discussions. This ensemble is
a theoretical tool used to represent the thermodynamic properties of an isolated system. In
such a system, all macrostates have the same number of particles (N), volume (V), and
energy (E). Figure 2.1 describes a completely isolated system, as it does not exchange
energy or mass with the rest of the universe.

•"'Is&lStefiiv'"'
• constant
.; N, V, andE 'I

Figure 2.1 Illustration of microcanonical ensemble. Isolated system is suspended in an
insulating wall
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The probability density for the microcanonical ensemble yields S(H(T)-E), where
H is the Hamiltionian of the system and d is the Kronecker delta, which is zero if the set
of states are discrete or one if the states are continuous. Then the micro-canonical
partition function can be written:
QNVE=Y.S{H{T)-E).

Eq.2.5

r

For a quasi-classical system, the partition function can be expressed using a factor
of \IN\
QNVB

=j^^W

\\S{H{r,V)-E)drdV,

Eq. 2.6

where h is Planck's constant, JJ drdp stands for double integrations over all 67V phase
space coordinates signs on the integral for the 6N positions and momenta for the threedimensional system of N spherical particles.
Canonical Ensemble

QNVT-

The most commonly used ensemble in statistical

thermodynamics is the canonical, or constant-JVPT, ensemble. Each of the systems can
exchange energy with a large heat reservoir or heat bath, and each also requires keeping
the number of particles (N), the volume (V), constant, and the ensemble has a welldefined temperature (T) (Figure 2.2).

constant
N, V, and T

4f

'
Heat Bath

Figure 2.2 Illustration of canonical ensemble. The system of interest is an enclosed
system in a bath
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For the constant-iVFT ensemble, the probability density is corresponding to exp(H(Y)lkBT) and the partition function yields:
QNVT = X exp(-//(r) / kBT).

Eq. 2.7

r

For a canonical ensemble of the total energy, the Hamiltonian H. The Hamiltonian
is the sum of kinetic Kand potential U energies of a system, H(V) = K(T) + U(T),vfhich
is assumed that the particles do not have any internal energy I, if so, it would be added to
the sum, and treated separately. The usual classical and semiclassical formulations of
atoms do not have internal energy terms, but molecules have rotational and vibrational
degrees of freedom.
The quasi-classical form for an atomic system is:
QNVT

=

TV! W W^i-Hir^lk^drd^.

Eq. 2.8

Since the kinetic energy K is p-dependent and potential energy U is r-dependent, the
energy functions have the set of coordinates r, and momenta p, for each molecule, the
Hamiltonian becomes H(r,p) = K(p) + U(r). The partition function can be rewritten as
the equation shown below, which is a product of kinetic (ideal gas) and potential (excess)
part:
1
QNVT

1 r

r

= ] ^ ^ r Jexp(-*(p) / *B7>*p Jexp(-t/(r)/ kBT)dr
—

E

2
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QNVT^NVT-

The quasi-classical form for an atomic system is:

rN

0^=^W'
TV! A
3

where A is the thermal de Broglie wavelength and equals to -yjh2/27rmkBT .

E

*-2A0

12

QeNxVT=-N-loxp(-U(r)/kBT)dr
V

Eq.2.11

Instead of QNyT, we often use the configuration integral
ZNVT =

Eq.2.12

jexp(-U(r)/kBT)dr,

where, kB is Boltzmann constant. The partition function turns to
QNVT

1
= T^T5F jexp(-£/(r)/ kBT)dr.
AHA

As a consequence of the separation of

QNVT, all

Eq. 2.13

the thermodynamic properties derived

from A can be expressed as a sum of ideal gas and configurational parts. In statistical
mechanics, it is easy to evaluate ideal gas properties [105], and we may expect most
attention to focus on the configurational functions.
Isothermal-isobaric

Ensemble

QNPT-

The

isothermal-isobaric

ensemble

(constant-A'pr ensemble) is an ensemble of systems in which the individual systems have
N, p, and T fixed. The constraints are the total energy and total volume of the ensemble
(Figure 2.3).

constant

X, p, and T

4f Heat Bath
Figure 2.3 Illustration of canonical ensemble. An enclosed system in a bath and a piston
is at constant pressure

The density for the NpT ensemble is turned into Qxp[-(H+PV)/ksT] and the
partition function is
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QNPT

=Y,^cxp(-(H

+ PV)/kBT) = ^M~PV/kBT)QNVT

TV

.

Eq.2.14

V

The quasi-classical form for an atomic system is:
QNpT=^-~~jfap[-(H

+ PV)/kBT]dVdrdp ,

Eq.2.15

where VQ is a basic unit of volume.
For the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, the configuration integral is
ZNpT = jexp(-PV / kBT)dV jexp(-U{r)/kBT)dr

.

Eq. 2.16

The constant-TVpr ensemble is the most useful, as most experimentalistsfixthe
temperature and pressure when making measurements.

2.2

General Simulation Methods

There are two predominant types of simulation methods that are employed to
study and calculate the thermodynamic properties of molecular systems: molecular
dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC).
2.2.1

Monte Carlo (MC) Methods
MC methods include a vast array of methodologies that can be used to tackle

many problems. Generally, they are based on using random numbers to integrate a value
or sample a system. The most common MC method used for molecular simulation is
based on importance sampling, or preferentially sampling "important" regions of phase
space. Consider an N particle system, there are 3TV degrees of freedom, and calculating a
property as shown in Eq. 2.4 requires integrating a probability distribution with this many
dimensions. In any straightforward numerical integration, the number of points to be
integrated will scale exponentially with the number of particles, most of which will be in
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configurations with very high energy for any moderately dense systems (i.e. with particle
overlaps). However, importance sampling specifically targets regions of phase space that
have energies low enough to contribute to the calculation of a property.
Most MC methods that rely on importance sampling create stochastic trajectories,
which follow a Markov Chain process. For a Markov Chain, any change in the system
configuration of a single step only depends on the previous step itself. In MC, the system
moves between different states, from state a to state /?, stochastically. A Monte Carlo
trajectory is generated by performing a random walk through configuration space with a
certain acceptance probability for each step. This acceptance probability, Pacc(cc —> /?),
is used to satisfy the condition of "microscopic reversibility", and the asymmetric
Metropolis acceptance probability is given by [106]:
PacAa-+P) = ™n 1,

p{f3)T{p^a)
p(a)T(a^>

(3)

Eq.2.17

where p(a) is the probability density to be in state a, T(a —> /?) is the transition
probability from state a to state /?.
Metropolis Monte Carlo. In the Metropolis method, any transition probability is
completely random, and is designed to be symmetric (i.e. there is equal probabilities in
going forward and reverse), so the ratio of T is 1. The acceptance probability is given by:

^cc(«->^) =

m i n

1,

p(a)

Eq.2.18

For molecular systems, the Metropolis MC method is often used to translate particles a
random distance and direction, rotate them a random direction and angle, or carry out
volume fluctuations (in the NpT ensemble) of random degrees.
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Gibbs Ensemble Monte Carlo (GEMC). The Gibbs Ensemble Monte Carlo
(GEMC) technique [107-109] is a method used in the equilibrium phase for the
simulation. GEMC works on two simulation boxes with an explicit interface kept in
either the NVT or NpT ensemble, but in thermodynamic contact (Figure 2.4) [110]. The
whole system is kept in either the NVT or NpT ensemble. For the former, the total
volume is fixed, while in the latter, the total pressure of the system is fixed. GEMC uses
three types of moves: (a) independent particle moves in each box using normal
Metropolis method, (b) particle exchanges (or creation/destruction-moves) to equilibrate
chemical potentials between phases, and (c) volume moves, either with each other or with
an outside pressure bath.

Figure 2.4 Schematic of GEMC technique for polymer and plasticizer (circles), showing
a particle exchange move

Connectivity-altering Monte Carlo (CAMC). For the simulation of SPEs, fairly
high molecular weight polymers are used. It is known that the simulation of polymers
scales geometrically with chain lengths with conventional simulation techniques [111].
The CAMC technique can overcome the limitations born by slow relaxation dynamics
[112]. CAMC allows the rearrangement of polymer connectivity of one or more polymers,
circumventing polymer chain length as a hindrance to equilibration (Figure 2.5) [113].
This technique relies on the fact that most polymers are polydispersed or that there is a
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distribution of polymer chain lengths in a melt. For these simulations, the semi-grand
canonical ensemble is utilized, which fixes the total number of particles and the total
polymer molecular weight. By reconnecting one polymer chain with parts of another, the
configuration of a single polymer can rapidly change, making polymer molecular weight
no longer a factor in the ability to equilibrate a molecular system.

Figure 2.5 Schematic of how a CAMC move works, by reconnecting parts of polymer A
with polymer B

2.2.2

Molecular Dynamics (MD)
Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a very useful method of computer simulation of

atomic and molecular modeling based on statistical mechanics. In contrast to MC, MD
simulations follow deterministic trajectories. MD simulations consist of the numerical,
step-by-step, solution of the classical equations of motion. The forces exerting on the
atoms may be defined by integrating Newton's second law or the equation of motion:
Fj = mj rt-, where the force F, acting on a particle i of mass m, in the system and f =
d2rt/dt2

is its acceleration. The result is a trajectory that describes the positions,

velocities and accelerations of the particles in the system as they vary with time [104,
114].
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By Verlet in 1967 [115], the first and the most widely used numerical integration
scheme, is derived by truncating the Taylor expansion of r,(t+8t) at r,(t),
r, (/ + St) = 2r, (0 - r, (t - St) + r, (t)St2 + 0(St4),
vXt) = rXt

+ St) rXt St)

-

- +0&).

Eq. 2.19
Eq.2.20

ISt
The MD method is deterministic, the state of the system can be predicted at any
time in the past or future by the positions and velocities of each atom. To minimize
numerical errors, a very small simulation timestep is chosen often near 1 fs = 10"15 s. This
timestep can be a disadvantage as a typical MD simulation trajectory generally is no
longer than a few nanoseconds, with rare simulations of a microsecond carried out, which
require very large amounts of computer power and time. However, the basic MD method
is quite standard and can be used to study a large variety of systems, allowing for its wide
use by experts and novices alike.
2.3

Computer Experiments

MC and MD simulations are used individually or in concert to carry out the
investigation of molecular systems, and to calculate and bring molecular level insight into
dynamics and structural properties. Below are the common methods for the calculation of
these properties, and other special methods used in this work are described in related
chapters.
2.3.1

Conductivity (X)
One of the most important aspects in evaluating the quality of SPEs is

determining their conductivity. Maximizing ionic conductivity is important for battery
operation as higher conductivity is linked to greater current. To calculate the conductivity
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(1) of the system, the Einstein relation was used by double summing over all ionic species
(W) [84, 85, 116],
^

=

lim^7XX^^([r-(0-r,(0)].[r/0-r,(0)|,
/_»<» LulVKBl

Eq.2.21

l = iJ = ]

where e presents the electron charge, F is the volume of simulation box, ks is Boltzmann
constant; T is the thermodynamic temperature in Kelvin; t is the time; d is the dimension
of the movement (d=3 for three dimensions) TV is the total number of cations and anions
in the simulation system; r,(f) represents the position vector of z'th ion with respect to time;
z, and Zj are the charge over ions i and/. ( ) indicates the ensemble average.
2.3.2

Transport Coefficient (D) and Transference Number (r+)
Another tract of understanding is that interaction of lithium and its counterion

with added species are responsible for both higher conductivity and lithium transference
in the composite membranes. High lithium transference points to a faster lithium
diffusion rate with respect to anion diffusion, and this faster diffusion rate is desirable
since only lithium is oxidized and reduced at electrodes. Diffusion is caused by the
spread of particles through random motion in a nonhomogeneous fluid from regions of
higher to lower concentration. The self-diffusion (D) is defined as the diffusion
coefficient of the species when the chemical potential gradient is zero. It can be evaluated
for each ionic species in two ways. One is fairly straightforward in MD simulations using
the Einstein relation [104, 114, 116]:

, = l t a w. l i m (^M),
where the mean square displacement MSD(t) is a measure of the average distance a given
particle, or molecule's center-of-mass in a system travels at time t; ( Represents the
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ensemble average,r;(0 represents the vector position of species i at time t, d is the
dimension of the movement.
The other way to obtain diffusion coefficient (D) is from the velocity
autocorrelation function for a long time (r) period by using Green -Kubo relation. [114]:
A=^f*(v,(0).v,(0> ,

Eq.2.23

where \{f) is the center-of-mass velocity of species i at time t.
A common property used to determine the quality of the electrolytes in this work
was cation transference (T+). Using D, evaluated from Eq. 2.22 or 2.23, it was calculated
by:
N

*+=4^=

^

YND
^^^

,

M

ND+ND
I t

+

+

Eq.2.24

~

—

ions

where N+ is the number of cations, and the summation in the denominator is over all ionic
molecular types.
2.3.3 Radial Distribution Function (RDF)
In statistical mechanics, a radial distribution function (RDF), (or referred as pair
correlation function) g(r), is a useful tool to describe the structural characteristic of a
system. RDFs describe the probability of finding an atom (or molecule) at distance r from
one particular atom (or molecule) compared to the ideal gas distribution.

_ average number of particles within a shell between r and r + dr
number of particles in a ideal gas system

Eq. 2.25
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where the numerator in a fraction indicates the number of atoms at r in the actual system.
The denominator gives the number of atoms at r for ideal gas, where pld(r) = N/V is the
average number density.
According to RDF, the number of atoms in the first coordination shell, called the
coordination number (CTV), is obtained by taking the integral from the separation distance
at which the RDF first increases from zero to the first minimum in g(r) designated as rmm
by the equation below [117].
CN = Anp ["" g(r)r2dr

2.4

Eq. 2.26

Force Fields

A force field is the form and a set of parameters used in molecular mechanical
simulations to describe the potential energy interactions between atoms in a molecular
system. Its function and parameters are taken from both experimental work and quantum
mechanical calculations in high level. It is a mathematical function that describes how
atoms/molecules move, stretch, vibrate, rotate and interact with each other. In the force
field function, the presence of electrons is generally ignored.
For the total energy in a force field, a general form can be used:
E ( r N ) = Ebmded

+ Enon_bonded,

Eq. 2.27

where r^ represents the positions of N particles, E(r^) indicates the potential energy, it is
a function of the positions (r) of Af particles (usually atoms).
^bonded

=

^ bond

+

^ angle "*" ^ dihedral

+

& inversion

^ T *—*-0

The force field used for PEO in this research was the transferable potentials for
the phase equilibria united atom (TraPPE-UA). It utilizes pseudo-atoms located at the
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center of carbon atoms for alkyl groups and treats all other atoms explicitly [118-120],
since it treats methyl, methylene, and methane groups as single sites to reduce the number
of interaction sites. It has been found to do a good job of reproducing PEO densities over
a fairly wide range of temperatures and pressures [118]. This model uses the LennardJones (LJ) interaction potentials of the 12-6 form and fixed electrostatic charges. PEO
chains are considered totally flexible with flexible bond lengths, bond angles and
dihedrals.

£w(0 = f(/-/ 0 ) 2 ,

Eq. 2.29

E

Eq. 2.30

angle - ~ T ^ - ^ )

>

where ki and ke are the force constant; and lo is the equilibrium bond length, and Qo is the
equilibrium bond angle. For all dihedral interactions, a cosine series Optimized Potential
for Liquid Simulations (OPLA) form is used:
E(<f>) = V0 + %- (1 + cos <j>) + ^ (1 - cos 2<f>) + ^ (1 + cos 30),
Eq. 2.31
where 0 is the dihedral angle, and Vn(n=0, 1, 2, 3) are constants. For the pairwise
nonbonded interaction energy between two atoms, i and j , which are separated by a
distance of rl}, the standard Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 and Coulombic potentials are used:
( E

r

NBi. „)

=

\12

( _ ~\
+

^,i

r

r
V

fv =

(IS,
fu 4x£ r
0 v

y J

[0.5, if i,j are 1,4;
1,
otherwise '

Eq. 2.32
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where a and e are the LJ the equilibrium distance and well depth respectively, and q, is
the Coulombic charge assigned to atom i. The standard Lorentz-Berthelot combining
rules are used for unlike interactions:

<^=-K+^)

ev=A7J~B.

Eq.2.33

A potential truncation of rcM with analytical tail corrections is used for all LJ
interactions, and Ewald-summation is used to calculate for long-ranged Coulombic
interactions [104].
More complicated force fields also contain other terms, for instance, out-of-plane
bending and cross terms. Out-of-plane bending terms can be included into a force field in
several ways such as treating it as an "improper" torsion angle which is used for cyclic
carbonates. Cross terms reflects linking between the internal coordinates in a force field.
Cross terms were found to be useful to predict vibrational spectra, but not all of them
were found to be necessary in a molecular mechanics force field to achieve optimal
performance [114]. Even more complicated force field terms like "polarization effects"
can be included. Polarization interactions are used to describe the molecules' ability to
induce dipoles and can improve the transferability of a molecular model. However, they
are not used in the described calculations due to the fact that Monte Carlo simulations
cannot handle them efficiently, and the very long molecular dynamics simulation time
required makes their higher computational expense a major impediment.

CHAPTER 3
THE ADDITION OF PLASTICIZERS IN
P(EO)i 5 LITFSI ELECTROLYTES
3.1

Introduction

In traditional RLBs, the major safety issue is leakage of liquid electrolytes, which
is a serious concern with the toxic and corrosive nature of lithium ions. Furthermore, the
liquid carbonate electrolytes can react with the electrodes at high temperatures and in
overcharging situations, resulting in fire or explosion [7-11]. One suggested solution,
replacing traditional electrolytes with SPEs, is hindered by low ionic conductivity. One
common pathway for improvement of SPE conductivity is to introduce plasticizers such
as cyclic carbonates shown to enhance the conductivity to be near commercially viable
[14, 46, 52, 53, 55, 56]. Plasticized polymers are a compromise between the beneficial
properties of solid-state PEs and the high conductivities of liquid electrolytes, but also
have, to a lesser degree, the safety issues of liquid electrolytes.

3.2
3.2.1

Simulation Details

Molecular Models
The TraPPE-UA force field was used for PEO (Figure 3.1(a)) [118] and carbonate

molecules (Figure 3.1(b) and (c)) [113], which were parameterized to reproduce phase
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equilibria. The all-atom force field, developed by Canongia Lopes and co-workers [121],
was used for the N(CF3S02)2~ (TFSl") ion (Figure 3.1(d)).

or

~\

v.

J n

(a) Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) chain

j

[ >o
(b) Propylene Carbonate (PC)

" -X

VQ

(c) Ethylene Carbonate (EC)

/
F 3 C -1S
1 -N

*n

O
(d)N(CF 3 S0 2 ) 2 (TFSI)

Figure 3.1 Molecular Structure for (a) PEO, (b) PC, (c) EC, (d) N(CF3S02)2~.
While a fixed charge lithium ion force field with Lennard-Jones interactions does
exist in the literature [122], a new model was parameterized for this work that better
reproduced interactions with dimethyl ether (DME). Ab initio results for interactions
between lithium and ether oxygens currently exist in the literature, giving a minimum
dimer rLl.0 distance of 1.8 A and a binding energy around -38 kcal/mol [123, 124]. We
carried out ab initio calculations for this dimer using the MP2 level of theory with the
frozen core approximation and the Dunning aug-cc-pvtz basis set [125]. The NWChem
computational package was utilized for these calculations [126, 127]. The minimum
lithium-oxygen dimer distance was 1.82 A via MP2, and our force field resulted in a
value of 1.81 A, agreeing with ab initio. However, the force field gave a binding energy
of-30.9 kcal/mol that was weaker than the binding energy from the ab initio calculations.
The Lennard-Jones parameters for the parameterized Li+ model were a— 1.4 A and s =
0.4 kcal/mol. The binding energy was possibly not reproduced correctly due to the
neglecting of many-body interactions. It should be noted that other force fields exist,
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some of which include many-body effects and all-atom models that have been shown to
give excellent agreement with experiment for ionic conductivities [123, 128]. Since we
desired to perform simulations with fairly high molecular weight polymers in which MC
simulations excel at their equilibration, we used a united-atom force field with fixed
charges for this work. However, Monte Carlo simulations are ineffective at simulating
polarizable molecular models. Furthermore, the long simulation times for the described
simulations (which are all 100 ns) may not be suited for our computational resources with
many-body effects, which increase the computational expense.
3.2.2

System Parameters
There were three different types of simulation systems investigated in this chapter:

one with pure P(EO)]5LiTFSI (referred as PURE), one with additional ethylene carbonate
(EC), and one with added propylene carbonate (PC). All simulations were set up with
four PEO chains with a number-averaged molecular weight (Mn) of 10,000 g/mol with a
fixed EO:Li ratio of 15 for the system. In this work, comparisons were made with
experimental values with much higher molecular weights (500,000 to 600,000), but the
molecular weight's reliance on lithium diffusion has been found to level off around
10,000 g/mol. For example, for a system of PEO with LiCF3S03 and fixed an EO:Li
ratio of 20:1 at 363 K, at molecular weights of 1000, 10,000, and 100,000 g/mol, the
lithium diffusion coefficients (DLi) resulted in 5.0 x 10"7, 1.0 x 10"7, and 0.93 x 10"7 cm2/s,
respectively, showing a considerable difference between the 1000 and 10,000 g/mol
system of around a factor of five, but only a 7% difference between 10,000 and 100,000
g/mol [129].
For the EC and PC systems, plasticizer was added slowly until it reached 10 wt%,
(which will be discussed later). All systems were equilibrated at 1 atm. Two temperatures
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were chosen, 348 and 320 K, because the 313 K is the point where PEO-LiTFSI (with
EO/Li = 16) begins to crystallize [130, 131], and they allow comparisons with the entire
range of temperatures found experimentally [46]. For quantitative agreement with the
experiment, it would be better to choose higher temperatures, but the goal of this work is
to understand qualitative effects due to the addition of plasticizers.
All systems were placed in a periodic box with a LJ potential truncation of 9 A
employed, with analytical tail corrections. Long-ranged electrostatics were calculated
with the Ewald summation technique for the Monte Carlo simulations [104] and the
particle mesh Ewald summation technique for the molecular dynamics simulations [132].
This (9 A LJ cutoff) has been used to model many systems of ions in polar solvents [133135].
3.2.3 Monte Carlo Simulation Details
In Monte Carlo simulations, all the Li+ and TFSI ions were initially placed on a
square lattice, and then four PEO polymer chains were introduced in the system by
growing them bead-by-bead using configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) [136-139].
The configuration of these initial growths which were governed by the first attempt
would not be accepted until the whole molecule was grown without overlapping with any
neighboring molecules (not the regular Boltzmann acceptance). Following this initiation,
the simulations were heated at 100,000 K for a short period of time, then slowly cooled
down to 320 K or 348 K, depending on the system to study in the NVT ensemble.
Following the cooling step, the system was inspected to make sure no salting out
occurred, and then simulations were performed in the NpT ensemble with an external
pressure of 1 atm.
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To equilibrate, the types of MC moves in the NpT ensemble were as follows: (a)
the standard Metropolis MC translational and rotational moves for all of the molecules
[104], (b) volume moves for the equilibration of the pressure of the system, (c) CBMC
move for the configuration of TFSI and the end segments of PEO, (d) CBMC reptation
move for PEO [118], (e) SAFE-CBMC move for the structure of PEO interior segments
[140]. Even with these MC moves, the equilibration of polymer structure with an average
molecular weight of 10,000 g/mol is not reachable in the system desired, and additional
MC moves are required [111]. To efficiently equilibrate long-chained polymer systems,
(f) CAMC moves are designed to allow different polymer chains to exchange segments
with one another [112, 141]. One of these methods required a certain degree of
polydispersity for the polymers, which requires carrying out the simulations in the semigrand canonical ensemble. This method has been used fairly widely for the investigation
of polymers with CAMC simulations [142]. To adjust the required polydispersity, an
even distribution of polymer lengths between 75% M„ to 125% Mn was used, keeping the
combined PEO molecular weight in the system constantly at 40,000 g/mol. A minimum
of 100,000 MC cycles (1 cycle = TV x MC moves, where TV is the number of molecules in
the system) of equilibration were carried out. After 100,000 MC cycles, the system
energy and density were examined to make sure that they did not change between
adjacent blocks of 20,000 MC cycles.
Simulations with plasticizers introduced were equilibrated by the following
method. A liquid phase of EC or PC molecules (depending on the system) were brought
into thermal equilibrium with the PEO phase using the GEMC method. The GEMC
method uses multiple simulation boxes with no explicit interface, but in thermal contact
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[107, 108, 110]. In GEMC, CBMC swap moves are used to equilibrate chemical potential
between phases, and volume moves for the equilibration of the volumes of the phases
with an outside pressure bath. For our simulations, if allowed to equilibrate completely,
the carbonate/PEO ratio would end up being much higher than 10 wt%. Therefore, in
order to keep the amount of plasticizer in the PEO phase at the level we desired, no
additional swap moves from the carbonate phase into the PEO phase were permitted after
the weight percentage reached 10. An additional 50,000 MC cycles of equilibration were
carried after this step.
3.2.4

Molecular Dynamics
After equilibration with MC simulation, the coordinates were inputted into a MD

simulation along with velocities which were taken from the Boltzmann distribution in
order to calculate dynamical properties. A total of 20 ns of equilibration in the NpT
ensemble performed at described temperatures (320 or 348 K) and 1 atm. The Berendsen
thermostat [143] was used in this step. Following equilibration, 100 ns production runs
were carried out in the NVE ensemble to calculate all dynamical and structural properties.
After equilibration, the simulation boxes were approximated to 40-43 A, depending on
temperature and composition.

3.3
3.3.1

Results and Discussion

Conductivity (X)
The present model was intended to design SPEs to have maximized ionic

conductivity, an important property for battery operation. To obtain the conductivity, Eq.
2.21/1 times t has to be plotted as a function of t, which should be linear at long enough
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times (or as t —»«>). The slope of this linear region is the ionic conductivity. Figure 3.2
gives the plots of X *t as the function of time for the systems at 320 K.
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Figure 3.2 Curves used to calculate conductivity for the systems investigated at 320 K

Table 3.1 gives the conductivity calculated for all systems investigated, along
with sets of experimental data. Figure 3.2 shows that the curve used to calculate the
conductivities was somewhat noisy. For the PURE system, the conductivity was found to
stay relatively within a 10% error (via its slope) throughout 100 ns. For with plasticizers,
the conductivity values have an uncertainty of up to 20%.
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Table 3.1 Comparison of conductivities (A) for our simulation results and
experiments for the ions and the plasticizers
T(K)

PURE

Sim.
a

PURE

+PC

+EC

1

Expt.
Expt.b
Expt.c
Expt.d
Sim.
Expt.a
Expt.b
Expt.c
Expt.d
Sim.
Expt.b
Sim.
Expt.b
Sim.
Expt.b
Sim.
Expt.b

320
320
323
320
320
348
348
353
348
350
320
323
348
353
320
323
348
353

l(10" 4 S/cm)
1.78
1.40
5.00
1.80
2.33
5.40
6.31
15.1
9.50
8.52
3.92
10.20
7.28
19.50
1.62
10.96
7.87
20.40

reference [130] for (EO)10LiTFSI;D reference [46] for (EO)15LiTFSI;
reference [144] for (EO)i6LiTFSI; d reference [145] for (EO)20LiTFSI

Many experimental values exist in the literature for the conductivity of PEO
LiTFSI, but there is only one result for PEO LiTFSI with EC and PC close to our work.
For the PURE system, there was a scatter in the experimental data, ranging from 6.31 x
10"4to 15.1 x 10"4S/cm. It should be noted that the EO:Li ratio varied from 10 to 20 in
these experiments, but there was little correlation between conductivities and EO:Li in
this range. For example, a previous study of a conductivity versus EO:Li ratio for an
isotherm at 333 K of PEO LiTFSI showed only a small change in the conductivity
ranging between 5 x 10"4 and 7 x 10"4 throughout the block of 12-24 EO:Li ratio [129].
The record of the experimental data shown in Table 3.1 is much larger than that, so the
values probably depend on the experimental procedure and sample history [145]. The
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simulation results are less than the values in comparison to the experiment for the PURE
system but appear to be within a factor of two of the experimental range. It has been
argued that the conductivity will increase if including polarizability in the molecular
models [123]. Since our models did not include polarizability this factor might be the
hidden reason for the conductivity being lower than the experiment. Nevertheless, the
simulation results presented here are reasonable, as the simulation results are within the
range of experimental data, toward the lower end at 320 K. In addition, from 348 to 320
K, the reduction in conductivity is consistent between simulations and experiments, for
reduction of the experiments decreasing from 81% to 67%, and for the simulations, the
reduction is 67%.
With the addition of plasticizers, the conductivities increase by 35% for PC and
45% for EC for the simulation at 348 K. Obviously, these results gave the expected
behavior of enhanced conductivity with the addition of plasticizers. The corresponding
values for the experiment were 29% for PC and 46% for EC [46]. Even though the
absolute values do not agree with the data from this experiment, the consistency between
the two temperatures was excellent, showing strong qualitative agreement.
3.3.2

Diffusion (D) and Lithium Transference (r+)
Using Eq. 2.22, Figure 3.3 gives the <MSD(t)> as a function of time from the

simulations at 320 K. It can be observed that the curves are fairly linear after around 20
ns of simulation time. For the PURE system, the simulation times were extended 100-200
ns and were found to have the same slope as the previous 100 ns within the error of the
calculation (results not shown). Apparently, it takes the system around 20 ns before the
MSDs increase in a linear fashion, and beyond that, the MSDs appear to be fairly well
behaved. These curves show a degree of noise not found in other simulation results [123],
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but due to the lower temperatures used here (and overall lower values in MSD), our
results were expected to be noisier.
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Figure 3.3 MSDs of cations and anions for the systems investigated at 320 K

A common property calculated to determine the quality of the electrolytes is
lithium transference (r+). It was calculated by Eq. 2.24, since the numbers of cations and
anions are equal, the equation yields to,
AT £>

r,+ =

£TV,A

ZX

D++D/

Eq. 3.1

A higher lithium transference is often desirable for RLBs since lithium can only
be oxidized/reduced at electrodes, so the higher the transference number, the higher the
efficiency and capacity of the battery. The values of A and T+ are shown in Table 3.2,
along with experimental values for comparison. The uncertainties in the diffusion
coefficients were estimated via their slopes to be around 10%.
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Table 3.2 Comparison of x+ and D for simulations results and
experiments for the ions and the plasticizers
System

T(K)

sim.
320
sim.
348
expt.a
348
sim.
320
+PC
sim.
348
expt.a
348
sim.
+EC
320
sim.
348
348
expt.a
erence [46 for (EO) i5LiTFSI
Pure

T+

0.50
0.337
0.487
0.252
0.239
0.262
0.406
0.300
0.381

D(10"xcm2s -')
Li+
TFSI
Plast.
1.93
1.87
—
3.10
6.10
14.2
14.9
5.68
24.9
1.91
12.5
82.7
3.93
24.6
12.6
2.55
21.6
1.81
55.5
3.65
8.51
17.2
25.3

We could not find experimental values for a system with an EO:Li ratio of 15 at
320 K. It should be noted that the experimental values were based on an approximation of
an ideal dilute solution, so they may not be quantitatively accurate [46] yet should hold
quite strongly for qualitative trends. No uncertainties were found in the experimental
results, but similar measurements were made of P(EO)i6LiTFSI at 358 K and gave a
value r+ of approximately 0.41 ± 0.08 [146]. This number is at a higher temperature than
the one simulated in this work but provides a good baseline of the uncertainty and spread
expected from the measurements. Even though the simulation results were lower than the
experiment, this difference is consistent throughout the range of systems investigated. For
instance, the addition of plasticizers decreased T+ with the PC system showing the largest
r+ decrease. It is interesting that when PC was added to the system, lithium diffusion
stayed relatively unchanged, and the TFSI diffusion increased more significantly. At the
lower temperature of 320 K, the addition of plasticizers actually decreased lithium
diffusion, while increasing TFSI diffusion for both plasticizers. Also, the TFSI diffusion
increased to a greater degree for the PC system than the EC system. From these results, it
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is apparent that the addition of EC or PC plasticizers at this level may have little benefit
for RLBs as most of the conductivity enhancements appear to be due to the anion, which
is not what is oxidized and reduced at the electrodes. This result was somewhat
unexpected, as the diffusion coefficients for the plasticizers are much higher than any of
the ionic species themselves (Table 3.2), by over ten times the magnitude in many cases.
If it would be possible for a lithium ion to strongly bind with one of the carbonates, it
may have the power to travel faster as a complex due to a vehicle mechanism, but this
does not appear to be the case. In addition to the polymer system, the diffusion
coefficients and degree of dissociation (DOD), which is the fraction of original solute
molecules that have dissociated, for LiTFSI in pure PC and EC were calculated using the
described models, and the results are given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Comparison of conductivities, diffusion coefficients, and degree of dissociation
(DOD) for the ions LiTFSI and EC or PC
System
EC
PC

Sim
expta
Sim
expt"

T(K)

2(10"3S/cm)

313
313
303
303

5.1
8.3
2.1
5.2

£>(10~6cm2/s)
Li+
TFSI
1.0
1.3
2.1
3.1
0.4
0.5
1.6
2.1

DOD
0.64
N/A
0.72
0.62

reference [146]

The diffusion coefficients were smaller than the experiment by around a factor of
two to four, while the ionic conductivities were around a factor of two lower than the
experiment, consistent with the results for LiTFSI motion in the polymers. As was
discussed for ionic conductivity in PEO-LiTFSI, the non-polarizability was the likely
reason the ionic diffusion was lower than experiment. If the quantitative agreement with
the experiment is desired, using more computationally expensive polarizable models is
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probably necessary because the previous works with polarizable models have found
better agreement for diffusion coefficients [123, 128]. The DOD of LiTFSI is given in
Table 3.3 for EC and PC and shows somewhat higher DODs than listed experimentally
for PC.
3.3.3

Structure
The structure of the system was investigated by calculating radial distribution

functions (RDFs) of lithium with all oxygens with which it had significant binding. The
RDFs between lithium and the oxygens for the systems investigated at 320 K are given in
Figure 3.4, taken from Eq. 2.25. Besides the paired atoms shown in Figure 3.4, lithium
did not show significant binding with any other. For instance, lithium did not coordinate
with the sp carbonyl oxygen (that is, bonded to two carbons) or the nitrogen atom in
TFSf.
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Figure 3.4 RDF at 320 K for lithium with (A) EO oxygens,
(B) TFSI oxygens, (C) carbonate oxygens
The strongest binding of lithium was with EO oxygens, the secondary binding
was with carbonate oxygens, and weakest with the TFSI oxygens, as evidenced by the
RDF peak height. This phenomenon explains why the lithium diffusion does not change
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significantly in the addition of plasticizers because of the relatively modest
concentrations of plasticizers in the system, only ten weight percent, EO oxygens are still
governing, and the addition of binding carbonate oxygens in the EC and PC systems is
too weak to change the lithium-ether oxygen binding.
The average first Li-O(EO) RDF peak is located at a distance of 1.85 A. The
coordination number (CN) can be obtained by integrating the RDF with the number
density over this first peak (up to 2.5 A) using Eq. 2.26. For the PURE system at 320 K,
the Li+ has a C/V of 4.8 EO oxygens and 0.5 TFSI oxygens, giving a total of 5.3. This
coordination number has shown a good agreement for a more concentrated salt system
with an EO:Li = 7.5, in which a CN of 4.9 ± 0.5 was found [147]. With the addition of
plasticizers, little change in the distance or positions of Li-EO RDF peak can be observed.
However, with the addition of PC, lithium binds to a greater degree with the TFSI
oxygen, showing that PC may actually induce stronger interactions between lithium and
TFSI . Multiple 20 ns blocks of simulations were compared to make sure that this result
was not due to statistical noise, and in all comparisons, the Li-O(TFSI) increased with the
addition of PC. What was somewhat unexpected was that the addition of EC has little to
no effect on the Li-O(TFSI) RDF, while PC does.
Figure 3.5 gives the RDF for carbonate oxygens with TFSI oxygens and for EO
oxygens with EO methylene groups. Interestingly, the PC oxygen appeared to show a
significant degree of binding with TFSI oxygens (with a lithium ion bridging them),
while EC oxygens showed very little binding with these. The EO-EO oxygen-oxygen
RDF shows stronger binding for PC system and similar binding in the PURE and EC
systems.
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Figure 3.5 RDF at 320 K for (A) carbonate oxygens with TFSI oxygens,
and (B) EO oxgyens with EO methyl groups

A snapshot representative cluster from the PC system at 320 K is shown in Figure
3.6, in which a single lithium ion and all non-PEO species (including PC and TFSI)
bound with it are shown. PC binding with the lithium atom appears to induce interactions
between lithium and TFSI .

Figure 3.6 Snapshot of a cluster of molecules bound with the lithium ion,
including two PCs and one TFSI molecules
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This binding is the origin of the higher first peak showed in the RDF between the
PC and TFSI oxygen. The methyl group in PC did not show any significant binding with
any TFSI atoms, with no high first RDF peaks between the atoms (not shown). However,
the shape of PC appeared to have a small effect on the ability of the systems to form
clusters of this type. This effect is evident in the RDFs, since EO group bind the strongest
in the PC system, and PC and TFSI oxygens showed a higher first peak due to their
mutual binding with a lithium ion. Apparently, the methyl group in PC allowed the
formation of a structure in which clusters of lithium, PC, and TFSI" were embedded in
the PEO. This structure is probably why the TFSI diffusion increased to a greater degree
in the PC system than the EC system. In contrast, the increase in lithium diffusion was
very small due to binding with TFSI and PC, showing that there were a significant
number of bounded lithium ions in the environment with slow diffusion.
Table 3.4 gives the coordination number (CN) of different oxygen species with
lithium ions for the systems investigated at 320 K. The reason for the rather small impact
of the addition of plasticizers to lithium diffusion can be understood by the CTVs, as
lithium rarely coordinates with the carbonate oxygen, even though there are over twice as
many PEO oxygens as carbonate oxygens. The addition of plasticizers increases the CN
of TFSI oxygen, especially with the addition of PC, as described previously. Taken as a
whole, though, the binding of the carbonates was not strong enough with lithium to have
a large effect on lithium diffusion.

Table 3.4 Oxygen CTVper lithium ion at 320 K
System
PURE
EC
PC

Li-O(EO)
4.84
4.60
4.43

Li-O(TFSI)
0.59
0.65
0.69

Li-0(C=0)
—
0.15
0.18

Total
5.43
5.41
5.30
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3.3.4

Lithium Residence Times (ACF)
There are two mechanisms that can be considered to contribute in the total

Lithium ion transport: one is lithium ion motion along PEO, hopping from one oxygen to
the other; the other is the mechanism that lithium bonding with either a plasticizer or an
anion. To better understand what the effect of introduction of plasticizers on these
mechanisms was, the lithium residence time is helpful. The residence time was calculated
for lithium with each kind of oxygen it was strongly bind with. To calculate the residence
times, a time autocorrelation function (ACF) was used:

Q,-o(0 =

(Hg{t)xHu(0))

(Hv(0)xHv(0)Y

Eq. 3.2

where CLl.o(t) denotes the ACF value; H (t) is one if z'th Li+ is coordinated with y'th
oxygen atom, such as a special EO unit, and zero otherwise.
The distance to the first coordinate shell was 2.5 A, taken from Li-0 RDF peaks.
The ACF value as a function of time is given in Figure 3.7 on a logarithmic scale.

0.01

0.1
I (lis)

Figure 3.7 Residence time ACFs of Li+ moving along PEO, EC/PC,
and TFSI for all simulations
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For PURE systems, it appeared that the longest lithium binding was with an EO
oxygen, which was expected. With the addition of EC, lithium appeared to have a similar
degree of binding with EC oxygens and with TFSI - oxygens, having its ACFs falling off
much faster than with an EO oxygen. For addition of PC system, lithium binding with PC
more closely followed the ACF of EO oxygens, and its ACF dropped off much slower
than with TFSI . By fitting ACFs to exp[-(t/rresf], where ft and rres were fitted valuables,
the mean residence times, xres, were evaluated. The results are given in Figure 3.8. The
value of/? ranged from 0.3 to 0.5.
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Figure 3.8 Comparison of total residence times of Li with oxygens of EO, TFSI ,
and plasticizer (EC or PC) for all systems investigated

In sequence of residence time, from the longest to the shortest, we observed is
with the EO oxygens, with EC and PC oxygens , and then with TFSI oxygens for all
cases. The longest rres of the EC and PC oxygens is with PC oxygens. With the addition
of PC at 320 K, the residence time of lithium binding with PC has a similar residence
time as EO, which is the one exception to this trend. This result was consistent with the
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ACF behavior that can be observed in Figure 3.6. Interestingly, the addition of
plasticizers influenced the xres values for Li-O(EO), increasing rres at 320 K and
decreasing them at 348 K. This result is consistent with the lithium diffusion results
calculated for the two temperatures, in which DL,+ decreases at 320 K but increases at
348 K with addition of plasticizers.
Clearly, the EO oxygens are the species with which lithium most strongly binds,
and altering this binding is what mostly promotes lithium mobility. The strongest effect
the addition of plasticizers have on the systems appears to be how they influence lithium
binding with EO oxygens, with shorter residence time values after the addition of
plasticizers at the higher temperature and longer residence values at the lower
temperature. This result is consistent with the lithium diffusion results calculated for the
two temperatures, in which lithium diffusion increases at 348 K with the addition of
plasticizers but decreases at 320 K.
3.3.5

Mechanism of Lithium Transport
To better understand the mechanism for lithium transport, the probability for a

lithium ion to bind with one oxygen while bound to another was investigated. The
hopping probability is given as follows:
P(0,-0J) = ^

,

Eq.3.3

where Ny is the number of cases where a lithium bound with oxygen / begins to bind with
oxygen j , and Nt = £ j Ntj are the total number of times when a lithium bond with an
oxygen of type i begins to bind with any other oxygen. The definition for binding is when
the lithium-oxygen distance is less than 2.5 A. This hopping probability will be skewed to
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represent j oxygens that are the most concentrated in the system, the EO oxygens. To
correct for this, we weighted the hopping probability by the ratio of oxygens of type j
over all oxygens in the system.

W(0,-0J) =

Eq. 3.4

",/2X'

where Nj represents the number of oxygens of type/ in the system and Nj = £i Ny; and k
indicates the number of oxygens in the system. It should be noted that there are four
oxygens per TFSI - ion, one per PEO repeat unit, and one per PC or EC (as only the
carbonyl oxygen showed any binding).
Figure 3.9 gives W(0,-Oj) where O, is an EO oxygen. It shows jumps to adjacent
EO oxygens (including those in another PEO chain), to carbonyl oxygens, and to TFSI
oxygens. Of interest is that it was very rare for a lithium ion to jump to a nonadjacent
PEO oxygen. This figure show that the primary mechanism for movement along a PEO
chain was along its longitudinal direction, even in an amorphous system.

n~ 0.4

to adj. ()(KO) tonon-adj.OlKO) to()(Plasl.)

to()(TFSI

Figure 3.9 W(OrOj) for the systems investigated, where 0,is an EO oxygen
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With the addition of EC or PC, the probability to move to a TFSI - oxygen was
reduced, which was expected, as the RDFs show stronger interactions with the carbonate
oxygen than with a TFSI oxygen. The jump probability to another PEO oxygen, though,
increased dramatically with the addition of PC. This phenomenon was not observed with
the addition of EC. This result was not expected as the PC system has a higher first TDF
peak for lithium with the TFSI

oxygen, and one would think that jumps to TFSI -

oxygen would increase. However, this result was consistent with the description given
with the RDFs and the snapshot (Figure 3.6). If clusters with lithium in the center are
formed in the PC systems, then it would be more difficult for a lithium ion bound to a
PEO chain to transfer to a carbonate or TFSI oxygen, since they will not be in as close
of a proximity.
Figure 3.10 shows the jump probability for lithium from a TFSI oxygen to other
possible oxygens. The most probable transfer of the lithium ion is to another TFSI oxygen, on either the same molecule or a different one.
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Figure 3.10 W(OrO) for the systems investigated, where O, is a TFSI - oxygen
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The addition of plasticizers decreased the probability to transfer to TFSI oxygens
of a different molecule and also decreased the probability of transferring to an EO oxygen.
PC had the most pronounced effect, by promoting transfers between TFSI - oxygens on
the same molecule. This result was somewhat expected, as the addition of PC promotes
stronger binding between lithium and TFSI oxygens, as shown in the RDFs.
Figure 3.11 shows the jump probability for a lithium from a carbonate oxygen to
another oxygen. The PC system again showed the highest probability to jump to a TFSI
oxygen, which was consistent with the previous results. The EC system showed differing
behaviors, depending on the temperature of the system. At 320 K, the lithium jump
probability was similar to all three oxygen types. At 348 K, lithiums were most likely to
jump to another EC oxygen. In general, the addition of PC enhances lithium binding with
TFSI oxygens, and the probability to jump to one, which was not observed with the
addition of EC to nearly the same degree.
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Figure 3.11 W(OrOj) for the systems investigated, where O, is a carbonyl oxygen
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3.3.6

Effect of Environment on Lithium Diffusion
The diffusion coefficients of lithium when bound to different oxygens defined as

within a distance of 2.5 A are shown in Figure 3.12. The diffusion coefficients were not
calculated from 100 ns trajectories, but of much shorter 5 ns trajectories. Clearly 5
nanosecond is too short of a time to estimate the true diffusion coefficient, but in general,
fewer than 50% of the lithium-oxygen binding events lasted longer than 5 ns. As a result,
5 ns was chosen to get reasonable sampling and to allow qualitative comparisons to be
made in diffusion coefficients.
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Figure 3.12 Diffusion coefficients for,lithium when bonded to different oxygens

The Li -EO values represent lithiums that were only bound to EO oxygens, while
for plasticizer and TFSI - oxygens, the values are for lithium ions that were bound to
them but can also be bound to other oxygens as well. This value was done because the
vast majority of lithium ions were bound to at least one EO oxygen. In examining the
lithium ions bound to EO oxygens, it can be observed that the addition of PC slightly
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increases the diffusion of these oxygens, but the addition of EC had little effect. What is
very interesting is that lithium ions bound to plasticizers did not show a significant
increase in diffusion and actually showed a noticeable decrease for the PC system at 320
K. It should be noted that lithiums bound to plasticizers were almost always bound to EO
oxygens as well, and the slower lithium diffusion was probably due to a cooperative
defect between the PC and EO oxygens. For cases when lithium was bound with a TFSI
oxygen, unexpected results occurred. In the PURE system, lithiums bound to TFSI
oxygens diffused more slowly than other two systems while in the EC system, lithiums
bound to TFSI oxygens diffused more slowly than other two systems at 320 K and about
the same, within the standard error, at 348 K. In contrast, for the PC system, lithium ions
bound to TFSI oxygens had much higher diffusion than in the other cases. This result
was expected, as for the PC system only, TFSI diffusion was increased significantly,
and it would be expected that lithiums bound with them would also have faster diffusion.
This result also brings some insight into how best to optimize lithium diffusion. For the
case of LiTFSI, the binding of lithium with TFSI is not very strong, so plasticizers
needed to bind strongly with lithium itself to facilitate faster diffusion. If another anion
that binds stronger with lithium were used, enhancing the anion diffusion should
additionally enhance the lithium diffusion so well.

3.4

Conclusions

Molecular dynamics simulations, aided by connectivity-altering Monte Carlo
simulations for equilibration, were used to understand how the addition of carbonate
plasticizers influences ionic conduction and lithium transference for polymer electrolytes
of LiTFSI in poly(ethylene oxide) with a number-averaged molecular weight of 10,000
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g/mol. The results showed increases in ionic conductivity with addition of plasticizers,
but fairly little increases in lithium diffusion, pointing to faster TFSI anion diffusion as
the main reason for the higher conductivity. The addition of propylene carbonate
appeared to create domains that included clusters of propylene carbonate, lithium, and
TFSI ions. These domains increased the diffusion coefficient of TFSI anion, but also
enhanced the binding between lithium and TFSI oxygens, causing small increases in
lithium diffusion. Future avenues for enhancing lithium diffusion in polymer electrolytes
may focus on finding molecules that bind more strongly with lithium and allow the
formation of faster moving cluster.

CHAPTER 4
THE ADDITION OF NANOPOROUS FILLERS IN
P(EO)15LICL04 ELECTROLYTES
4.1

Introduction

The development of novel SPEs remains as an increased interest due to their high
safety and reliability in the last few decades [148]. Among the polymeric material
reported, PEO-LiX (X=C104 , TFSI , etc.) electrolytes are the most commonly studied [2,
149-151]. For vehicle operations, the electrolyte needs to have good conductivity at low
temperatures, but the ionic conductivity of PEO-LiX complexes only reach useful values
at high temperatures. This low ionic conductivity is due to the fact that PEO-LiX
crystallizes at low temperatures. Multiple approaches have been studied to improve the
conductivity and to lower the operation temperatures of PEO-LiX polymer electrolytes to
near ambient temperatures. Recently, it has been reported that the addition of nanoporous
membranes such as Ti02, AI2O3 or Si02 to PEO-LiX polymers enhances its ionic
conductivity [75, 76, 78-80, 152]. Some of those previous works conjectured that
increasing both the interaction strength between the porous materials and PEO increases
the overall ionic conductivity in PEO-LiX.
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4.2
4.2.1

Simulation Details

Molecular Mode
The transferable potentials for phase equilibria united-atom (TraPPE-UA) force

field was used for PEO [118-120], which has been shown to be good for reproducing the
structural properties of high molecular weight PEO over a wide range of temperatures
and pressures [118, 153]. The all-atom CIO4 force field, developed by Baaden, M. et al.
[154], was used. A lithium ion force field was parameterized to give a reasonable binding
energy and configuration with dimethyl ether (DME) in comparison with ab initio
calculations as shown in Table 4.1 and described in the previous chapter and the
parameters for the lithium ion are also listed in Table 4.2. The Dreiding force field was
utilized for aluminum [155]. The Alumina intramolecular interactions were taken from G.
Gutierrez and B. Johansson [156].
Table 4.1 Ab initio results for interactions between alumina and EO/Li /CIO4
System
Li+-0(H)
0DME-0(H)

0(C10 4 )-0(H)
0(C104)-A1
Li+-0(EO)

fab initio V V

^ ab initio

7"model

^model

1.81
2.83
2.76
1.93
1.82

-64.1
-4.53
N/A
N/A
-38.0

1.80
2.83
2.83
2.00
1.81

-58.2
-4.32
-37.4
-37.4
-30.9

Table 4.2 LJ parameters for the parameterized atom model used

a (A)
Li
O(H)
0(A1 only)
H

1.4
3.48
2.95
1.00

s (kcal/mol)
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.0
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For interactions between the alumina and the polymer/lithium/C104 , we carried
out DFT B3LYP calculations with the aug-cc-pvdz basis set to parameterize them. Table
4.1 gives the ab initio results for interactions between alumina and EO/Li+. In general,
there was good agreement between the force field and the ab initio results for the
geometries, but the binding energies were generally lower than the ab initio results.
However, there was a degree of consistency between the different results. The LennardJones parameters for the parameterized atoms model used are shown in Table 4.2.
4.2.2

System Parameters
There were three different types of systems investigated in the work described in

this chapter. One was including only PEO chains with LiC104 (BULK); the other two had
a slab of aluminum oxide (SOLIDs), one with hydroxyl terminated groups to mimic the
acid treated alumina surface (ACIDIC) (Figure 4.1(a)), and the other with oxygen
terminal groups to mimic the basic treated surface (BASIC) (Figure 4.1(b)).
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the SOLID systems investigated,
(a) Acidic system, (b) Basic system

Each system had four PEO chains with a number-averaged molecular weight (Mn)
of 10,000 g/mol and the ratio of EO:Li = 15:1. In this work, a comparison was made with
the experimental values with a number-averaged molecular weight of 2 x 106 g/mol, and
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with a ratio of EO:Li=16:l [157], but the molecular weight dependence on the lithium
diffusion has been found to level off around 10,000 g/mol [129] as we mentioned in our
previous work [153].
Nanoporous alumina which has evenly sized pores with an average diameter of 10
nm can be fabricated. These types of pores have already been proposed for use as
separators for liquid electrolytes [158]. In our work, a surface of amorphous alumina
instead of a pore was simulated. While one to one comparisons with an experiment is not
possible, qualitative comparisons can be made, such as how the acidic surface versus
basic surfaces influence ionic conductivity. We specifically investigated how the surface
groups influenced PEO and LiX structure and dynamics.
For the SOLID systems, a soft wall was introduced with a repulsive potential of
the form A/r12 with A=100 kcal/mol on each side. The wall itself had a length of 4 nm to
represent the width of the alumina surface used. After an initial equilibration period as
described in Section 4.2.3, the soft wall was replaced with a 4 nm slab of amorphous
alumina, either ACIDIC or BASIC. All the systems had periodic boundaries and
minimum image convention with LJ cutoff of 12 A and analytical tail corrections. Longranged electrostatics were calculated by the Ewald summation technique for MC
simulations [104] and the particle mesh Ewald summation technique for the MD
simulations [132]. Three different temperatures were simulated and compared with
experiment: 323 K, which is the eutectic temperature of PEO-LiC104, 348 K, and 373 K.
4.2.3

Monte Carlo Simulation Details
The simulation detail of BULK system is similar to the PURE system in Section

3.2, and further elaboration is not given here. The simulations with the addition of a slab
of aluminum oxide were equilibrated by a multistep simulation strategy: (1) MC
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simulations were all started out with a soft surface solid (with A/r12 repulsion) to
represent alumina as described in the previous section. (2) MC simulations were run at a
relatively high temperature (500 K) to equilibrate PEO with LiC104, in which LiC104 had
their charges reduced by 90%. In this step, the densities of PEO and LiC104 were
checked to see if they are uniform. (3) The soft surface was replaced with an amorphous
alumina slab, either ACIDIC or BASIC. This amorphous alumina slab was originally
annealed at 2000 K for 10 ns via MD simulations, and cooled to 500 K. (4) Further MC
simulations at 1 atm and their respective temperature were carried out to equilibrate the
systems further. (5) MD simulations were then spawned, followed by 100 ns of
equilibration, and at least 200 ns of production.
4.2.4

Molecular Dynamics Simulation Details
After equilibration with MC simulations, the lengths of simulation boxes were

approximately 40x40x40 A3 for BULK, and 140x27x27 A3 for SOLID systems, in which
approximately 40 A was alumina. The Boltzmann distribution was used to initialize the
velocities, along with the coordinates taken from the MC simulations. The time step used
in all MD simulations was set to 1 fs.
4.2.4.1 Diffusion and transference parallel to an interface
Diffusion is a basic property and the ability to evaluate it in a confined region is
necessary for a complete understanding of the dynamics in an interfacial region. The
principal process of ion transport in solid-fluid interfacial regions is very important for a
variety of chemical systems [159-161]. For the determination of diffusion coefficients
parallel to a solid-polymer interface D// in individual slabs, 10 A along the z-direction,
showing in Figure 4.2. A previously developed method [162, 163] was used to calculate
these values, a brief overview is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of the system that was modeled using a molecular simulation. It
should be noted that the system is periodic

First, we calculated the survival probability P(x) for each ion to stay within a
certain region (R*) for the time interval (0,r),
N,(0,T)

P,(J) =

N,(0)

Eq. 4.1

here N,(0) indicates the number of ions /, Li+ or CIO4 , which originate in a certain region
at the beginning of the time interval, N,(0,z) indicates the number of ions which stay
within the region for the entirety of the time interval, if it leaves the region for even one
time step, it is not counted.
Next, the MSDs of the ion i that stay within a specified region R* for the entirety
of time interval can be determined
Ar(r) 2 )

=^—Y[r1(r)-r1(0)I

Eq. 4.2

Finally, by using the Einstein relation for long time intervals (r -> co) , the
diffusion coefficient parallel to an interface, £>// = Dxy in our case, can be calculated
below:
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(Ar(r)2\
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2dzP(z)
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Eq. 4.3

2dzN(0,z)

This equation can be used for the molecules moving parallel to the interface in the
two dimensions (x and y in this case, so d = 2). The entire time interval used to determine
D// is 10 ns. Clearly the 10 nanosecond was too short of a time to estimate the true
diffusion coefficient, but longer times would correspond with a lower N(0,z), and far
fewer particles being included in the calculation of (Ar(t)2)R]c. There has to be a balance
between calculation time, region size (larger regions would obviously allow longer times
with reasonable sampling), and desired precision.
The lithium transference number in the xy directions (z+ ) can be obtained by Eq.
2.25, since the number of cations and anions are equal, the equation reduces to:
N Dxy
Dxy
zx/ =
-±=±
= —=^
.
+
x y
x y
xy
xy
N+D + +N_D _
D +D
4.2.4.2 Conductivity parallel to an interface

Eq. 4.4

Using the Einstein relation Eq. 2.21, the conductivity parallel to the interface is
calculated by substituting VR]c for V to present the specified region Rt and d = 2 for two
dimensions, the equation becomes:
^

=lim7^TT7ZZ^(k(0-r,(0)]-[r,(0-r,(0)J.

4.3
4.3.1

Eq. 4.5

Results and Discussion

Density Profiles
The local mass density for species i along the z-direction, p,(z) is in units of g cm"

and can be given by the equation below:
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M,(z)

A(*) = N V(z)
A

Eq. 4.6

where M,(z) is the molecular weight for the species i at postion z, V(z) is the volume at
position z, and NA is Avogadro's number (6.02245 x 1023 molecule mol"1).
To express an approximate trend of each species in the current system, the density
in each arbitrary unit was used. Figure 4.3 shows the density profile in arbitrary units of
each of the species in SOLID systems at 320 K. Obviously, PEO had a fairly consistent
concentration throughout, but showed substantial density oscillations at the surface. Both
systems showed significant PEO density oscillations and the largest region of LiC104
depletion.

Figure 4.3 Density profiles of each species for SOLID systems investigated at 320 K

A high LiC104 concentration was near the interface at all temperatures
investigated (the other two temperatures are not shown here). Furthermore, the interfacial
density of LiC104 was higher in the ACIDIC system than in the BASIC system in real
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density (not shown here). It showed that the ions could bind strongly with alumina,
especially with alumina with a hydroxyl terminal group in an acidic system.
4.3.2

Conductivities
One of the goals of this work is to determine the conditions that maximize ionic

conductivity and transference for battery operation. For determination of the conductivity
X,, Eq. 2.22 without t has to be plotted as a function of t, which should be linear at long
enough times, and the slope of this linear region is the ionic conductivity. The
conductivities calculated in three dimensions and the xy dimensions for BULK systems
studied are listed in Table 4.3, along with sets of experimental data. For the BULK
system, the calculation was extended to 460 ns, and 200 ns for SOLID systems. There
were many experimental values found in the literature for the conductivity of PEO-LiX
with either oxygen to lithium ratios ranging from 8:1 to 23:1, but only two experiments
studied, PEO-LiC104 with EO:Li = 16:1 in 2004 by B.-K. Choi and Y.-W. Kim [157] and
with EO:Li = 14:1 in 2010 by S. Fullerton-Shirey and J. Maranas [27], were close to our
BULK and SOLID system values. The experimental data shown in Table 4.1 is two times
larger than the simulation results at 320 and 348 K. It has been argued that including
polarizability in the molecular models will increase the conductivity [123]. For our
models, polarizability was not included, which might be the potential explanation for the
conductivity being lower than that in the experiment. S. K. Fullerton-Shirey and J. K.
Maranas worked with a ratio of EO:Li = 14:1 and no nanoparticles gave that the
conductivity shows 0.4x10"4 S cm"1 at 50 °C (323 K) and a sharp decrease at 40 °C (313
K), where the ionic conductivity is equal to 0.16xl0"5 S cm"1. The simulation result at
320 K was located between these two experimental results, showing good agreement.
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Table 4.3 Comparison of conductivities for bulk simulation results and experiments in 3dimensions. Along with xy dimension in SOLID systems studied
320 K
Syst.
a
l xl0Expt.
0.79
(S/cm)
0.37 ± 0.02
BULK
BULK
0.40 ± 0.03
^xlO" 4
ACIDIC 0.65 ±0.16
(S/cm)
0.42 ± 0.08
BASIC
a
reference [157] for (EO)]6LiC104.
5O

4

348 K

373 K

3.67
1.89 ±0.46
2.02 ± 0.63
1.56 ±0.35
2.10±0.88

6.61
6.04 ±1.45
6.51 ±1.75
1.71 ±0.73
8.54 ±0.41

For the SOLID systems, the conductivities parallel to an interface Xxy show an
increase only at 320 K, but no significant increases for the other cases. Experimental
work varies significantly due to the effect of alumina [27], but the ACIDIC generally has
a higher conductivity than the BASIC, and alumina nanoparticles generally influence at
lower temperatures rather than higher. In our work, the biggest effect was at 320 K and
with acidic alumina surface system, which ass showing a strong qualitative agreement
with S. Fullerton-Shirey and J. Maranas [27]. S. Fullerton-Shirey and J. Maranas worked
on PEO - (X-AI2O3 - L1CIO4 systems with a ratio of EO:Li ranging from 14:1 to 8:1 and
AI2O3 nanoparticle concentrations ranging from 5 to 25 wt%, pointing that the higher
conductivity appeared at 10 wt% A1203. They also indicated that the nanoparticles AI2O3
improve conductivity at all temperatures, but the biggest effect is closer to the eutectic
point, which is 323 K for an EO:Li ratio of 14:1.
4.3.3

Diffusion and Lithium Transference
Diffusion coefficients parallel to an interface (D*y) were calculated for each of the

species, which were straightforward using Eq. 4.3 described in the Section 4.3.2 in the
MD simulation. The slope of MSD vs. time was calculated for all systems studied and
listed in Table 4.4. It can be observed that for the BULK system, the simulation times
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were extended 200-260 ns and were found to have the same slope as the previous 200 ns
within the error of calculation. Besides diffusion, a common property calculated to
determine the quality of the electrolyte is lithium transference parallel to an interface
(T*y) which was calculated using Eq. 4.4 and given along with Dxy in Table 4.4. We
could not find a value parallel to an interface in experiments for a system using PEOLiC104 with or without A1203.
Table 4.4 Conductivities, diffusion coefficients of Li+ and CIO4 , and transference
numbers in xy dimensions for 200 ns simulation time for all simulations

£^ Li xl0"
(cm2/s)

8

Syst.
BULK
ACIDIC
BASIC
BULK

2

(cm /s)
z+xy

ACIDIC
BASIC
BULK
ACIDIC
BASIC

320 K
0.38 ± 0.03
0.75 ± 0.26
0.54 ± 0.20

348 K
1.26 ±0.35
1.15 ±0.04
1.52 ±0.00

373 K
2.02 ± 0.22
1.53 ±0.25
2.36 ±0.57

0.85 ±0.09
1.26 ±0.24
1.00 ±0.16

4.09 ± 0.96
3.59 ±0.17
5.57 ±0.62

10.30 ±0.28
6.75 ±1.40
13.46 ±2.09

0.30 ±0.01
0.33 ± 0.07
0.32 ± 0.07

0.23 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.02
0.22 ± 0.02

0.14 ±0.02
0.19 ±0.06
0.15 ±0.01

Apparently, alumina surfaces increase lithium transference at all temperatures, but
fairly little increase in a basic surface. With the addition of acidic alumina systems,
showing the largest x*y increase due to the largest D*?+ increase at 320 K, while for other
temperatures the T*ys increase was due to the smaller D*?+ decrease at other temperatures.
It could be possible for the -OH group to have more effect on lithium at 320 K.
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4.3.4

Conductivities, Diffusion and Lithium
Transference in xy-directions in Each Region
For determination of the mechanism of ions in individual slabs, Xxy, D*y, and T*y

were calculated for each ion that stayed in a 10 A slat for 10 ns (Figure 4.2). Figure 4.4
shows the value of Xxy in each region for SOLID systems at 320 K. Combined with
density profiles in Figure 4.3, it shows that the regions in which the value of Xxy was
lower, the LiC104 density was the lowest, except the region close to the interface since
the lithium could be bonded strongly to the surface.
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Figure 4.4 Xxy in each region for SOLID systems along with BULK system at 320 K
With the exception of the region close to interface, the Xxys in other regions was
higher for acidic systems than it is for basic systems. Comparing SOLIDs' results with
BULK'S, it is obvious that the two dimensional conductivities were lower everywhere
than for the BULK system. This low result has to do with how the ions bind together.
Based on this result, it can be concluded that the lithium is binding more strongly to
C104~ in the 0-10 A region for ACIDIC system at 320 K.
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Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 give the value of Dxy where / is Li+ or CIO4 ,
respectively, from 10 ns simulation runs. The diffusion was slow close to both solid
interfaces, but higher farther away. Within 10-20 A away from the solid surface,
diffusion was enhanced for the acidic system in comparison with the basic system,
whereas 20-40 A away from the solid surface, diffusion was slightly faster for the acidic
system than the basic system. It is of interest that for the region near the interface, when
an -OH group was added to the system, lithium diffusion was the same as the basic
system, but the CIO4 diffusion was lower than basic system. It could be possible that
lithium and CIO4 have a stronger binding with the solid surface with a hydroxyl group.
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Figure 4.5 Dxy in each region for SOLID systems along with BULK system at 320 K
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Figure 4.6 Dxy
in each region for SOLID systems along with BULK system at 320 K
CIO.

The lithium transferences ( zxy ) for each region were calculated from the values of
the xy dimensional conductivity of the ions by using Eq. 4.4 and listed in Table 4.5. For
comparison, the values of zxy for BULK systems are also shown in the table. Apparently,
the addition of the AI2O3 surface, especially for the ACIDIC system, had a greater benefit
to enhance zxy. The highest increase was shown in the region close to surface for the
ACIDIC system at 320 K possibly due to lower Dxy

. For others, the highest

C/C/4

transference was shown in the region farther away from the interface, mostly related to
the higher LiC104 density in these regions (Figure 4.3).
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Table 4.5 Lithium transference number (x+y) in each region
for SOLID systems investigated

*?

(A)

BASIC

4.3.5

348 K

373 K

0.38 ±0.02

0.41 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02

5
15
25
35

0.55 ± 0.03
0.45 ±0.01
0.51 ±0.03
0.49 ±0.01

0.54 ±0.00 0.50 ±0.00
0.43 ± 0.01
N/A
0.56 ± 0.08 0.51 ±0.07
0.51 ±0.03 0.47 ± 0.02

5
15

0.46 ± 0.02
0.44 ±0.01

25
35

0.46 ± 0.03
0.48 ± 0.05

0.47 ± 0.07
0.53 ±0.12
0.53 ± 0.02
0.54 ±0.06

BULK
ACIDIC

320 K

0.50 ±0.02
0.35 ±0.11
0.61 ±0.15
0.52 ± 0.03

Structures
The structure of the system was investigated by calculating the radial distribution

functions of lithium with all oxygen atoms with which it had significant binding activity.
The RDFs as a function of the z-dimension between lithium and EO oxygen or CIO4
oxygen for the SOLID systems along with the BULK system investigated at 320 K are
given in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. The RDFs between lithium and alumina oxygen near
the interface for SOLID systems studied at all temperatures are shown in Figure 4.9.
Lithium did not show any significant binding with any other atoms than the ones shown.
The average first lithium EO oxygen RDF peak was centered at a distance of 1.95 A, 2.00
A for lithium CIO4 oxygen, and 1.85 A for lithium alumina oxygens for SOLID systems.
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Figure 4.7 RDF at 320 K for lithium with EO oxygens in 5 A, 15 A, 25 A, and 35 A
regions
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Figure 4.8 RDF at 320 K for lithium with C104" oxygens in 5 A, 15 A, 25 A, and 35 A
regions
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Figure 4.9 RDF for lithium with surface oxygens at (a) 320 K, (b) 348 K, and (c) 373 K
investigated

The addition of both basic alumina and acidic alumina increased the strength of
lithium binding with ether oxygens and C104 oxygens. The strength of the lithium
coordination is in the following order for BASIC system: Li-O(EO) > Li-0(C104 ) > »
Li-0(alum.) since there was no significant binding between lithium and alumina oxygens
at lower temperatures. However, the strength of the lithium binding order was a different
story for ACIDIC system, which was Li-0(C104 ) > Li-0(alum.) > Li-O(EO), as
evidenced by the RDF peak height. This order brings some insight into why the addition
of basic alumina did not have a significant influence on lithium diffusion, as lithium will
bind most strongly with EO oxygens. For the addition of alumina with an OH group for
the ACIDIC system, the weaker binding CIO4 appears to have slightly altered the Li-EO
oxygen binding.
With the ACIDIC system, lithium showed a greater degree of binding with the
solid oxygens, obviously due to the hydroxide group, showing that oxygens in acidic
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alumina may actually induce stronger interactions between lithium and C104 . Multiple
10 ns blocks of simulations were compared to make sure that this was not due to
statistical noise, and in all comparisons with BULK system, the Li-0(C104 ) increased
dramatically with the addition of alumina with -OH group, and had a slight effect on the
Li-O(EO) RDF.
Figure 4.10 gives the RDFs for ether oxygens with alumina oxygens near
interface for SOLID systems investigated at all temperatures. The average first ether
oxygen with alumina oxygen peak was located at 2.5 A for ACIDIC system, showing a
significant degree of binding (probably with a lithium ion bridging them) with the acidic
surface only.

The strength of 0(EO)-0(alum.) decreased when the temperature is

increased for the ACIDIC system. It showed that there were hydrogen bonds between the
surface alumina and PEO oxygens. Even though no significant binding shows in the basic
system, there was still structure next to the surface of basic oxygens, but weakly.

(a) @ 320 K

(b) @ 348 K

(c) @ 373 K
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Figure 4.10 RDF for EO oxygens with alumina oxygens for SOLID systems investigated
at all temperatures
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A snapshot of the interface region taken from the ACIDIC system at 320 K is
shown in Figure 4.11. A schematic of the cluster in the middle of the snapshot is
illustrated in Figure 4.12. Here, the alumina's surface with hydroxyl terminal groups was
expected to favor interactions (via hydrogen bonding) with both the lithium and the PEO
segments. This interaction reflects enhancement in the lithium ion transference number in
ionic conductivity. These are the origins of the higher first peak shown in the RDF of
0(EO)-0(alum.), and Li-0(alum.) for ACIDIC system. The hydroxyl group appeared to
have a small effect on the ability of the system to form clusters of these types.

Figure 4.11 A snapshot of a cluster of molecules taken from the ACIDIC system at 320 K,
in which, green is Li, yellow is CI, grey indicates Al, white is H, and red is O
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Figure 4.12 A schematic of a representative cluster shown in Figure 4.11
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These cluster molecules shown are similar as in Croce et al. 2001,[73] and may
involve specific interactions between the alumina and both PEO segments and the lithium
salt anions, which may be further interpreted in terms of Bransted or Lewis acid-base
interactions [16]. Bronsted-type acid centers are formed by an -OH group on the surface.
Ether oxygen of PEO is a Lewis base; the lithium cation is rather a strong Lewis acid, and
the CIO4 anion is a Lewis base, there is a probability of diverse reactions of an acid-base
nature in these composite systems. The final ultrastructure and later the mechanism of the
systems under study was a result of equilibrium between various Lewis acid-base
reactions.
4.3.6

Lithium Residence Times
There are generally three mechanisms that will be considered for lithium

movement in PEO-LiC104 for SOLID systems. One is the movement of lithium hopping
from one oxygen molecule to the other, and the others are movement in a vehicular
mechanism while lithium is bonded with either a CIO4 or alumina oxygen, or both
species. For a better understanding of how the inclusion of alumina influence these
mechanisms, the residence times were calculated for lithium with each oxygen with
which it was found to bind strongly. Here, Eq. 3.2, an ACF, was used. Lithium was
considered to be coordinated with oxygen when their distance was less than 2.5 A, near
the minimums after the first Li-0 RDF peaks. The ACF as a function of time is given in
Figure 4.13 on a logarithmic scale. For the ACIDIC system, it is clear that binding with
the alumina oxygen lasted much longer than binding with CIO4 and EO oxygen. In
contrast, lithium binding with basic alumina oxygen to a similar degree as with CIO4 ,
having its ACF falling off much faster than with EO oxygen.
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Figure 4.13 Residence time ACFs of lithium moving along PEO, C104 , and alumina
surfaces for all simulations

The mean residence times themselves, zres, were calculated by fitting ACFs to
exp[-(x/xresf], where P and zres were fit. The value of P ranged from 0.3 to 0.8. The results
for Zres are listed in Table 4.6. For all cases in the ACIDIC system, the shortest zres was
for lithium binding with CIO4 , and the longest zres was with the alumina oxygen.
However, for all cases in the BASIC systems, the shortest zres was for lithium binding
with alumina oxygen, and the longest zres was with ether oxygen. The values of zres
binding with EO and CIO4 increased at lower temperatures and decreased when the
temperature increased. It is of interest that for both systems, the longest zres for lithium
binding with alumina oxygen were at 348 K. Apparently, the species lithium most
strongly binds with alumina oxygen for ACIDIC systems and with EO oxygen for
BASIC systems, evident in RDFs. Overcoming the binding of Li-O(EO) for BASIC
systems is what mostly promotes lithium mobility.
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Table 4.6 Mean Residence time (xres) for lithium binding with EO oxygens, CIO4 , and
alumina oxygens for all SOLID systems studies at all temperatures
320 K

348 K

373 K

Ijl'^/alum

2.11 ±0.06
0.12 ±0.01
51.56±6.20

1.29 ±0.03
0.08 ± 0.00
188.89 ±90.33

0.93 ± 0.03
0.06 ± 0.00
20.19 ±9.79

Li-0 EO

2.30 ±0.05

1.20 ±0.06

0.77 ±0.01

Li-Ocio4

0.11 ±0.01

0.08 ±0.00

0.06 ±0.00

0.05 ± 0.00

1.64 ±0.00

0.05 ± 0.02

Tres(nS)

ACIDIC Li-0 EO
Li-Ocio4
BASIC

The ACFs for lithium binding with each oxygen in special regions were also
calculated for SOLID systems (not shown here). The zress were calculated by fitting
ACFs to the same equation shown above, and the results for zress are given in Figure 4.14
and Figure 4.15. For lithium binding with ether oxygen, the residence time was decreased
when temperature increased for all regions except one, the 5 A where zres was the highest
at 348 K for ACIDIC. The longest zres was in the region 5 A from the interface for both
SOLID systems at 320 K, showing that the binding between lithium and EO oxygen was
strong at lower temperature when lithium moved close to interface. For lithium binding
with CIO4 oxygen, the relationship was similar to that of lithium and ether oxygen; the
alumina surface increased the residence time at 320 K and decreased residence time at
373 K. Apparently, the species that lithium most strongly binds with are EO oxygens, and
overcoming this binding is what promotes lithium mobility.
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Figure 4.14 Residence time of lithium moving along PEO for all simulations
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Figure 4.15 Residence time for ACFs of lithium moving along C104 for all simulations
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4.4

Conclusions

Molecular dynamics simulations, aided by Monte Carlo simulations for
equilibration, were used to understand how the addition of an alumina surface influences
ionic conduction and lithium transference for solid polymer electrolytes of LiC104 in
poly(ethylene oxide) with a number-averaged molecular weight of 10,000 g/mol. The
acidic surface showed the strongest binding with ions, essentially freezing their
movement at the surface, but a modest enhancement in lithium ion mobility was observed
at 320 K. In general, the surface had little effect on overall ionic mobility, reducing it
near the surface, while showing slight enhancement a 20 A away from it.

CHAPTER 5
FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1

Final Conclusions

A combination of molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations were used to
bring insight into lithium ion transport in poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) with lithium salts
added with plasticizers and next to alumina solid surface doped with lithium salt. Current
methods are not adequate to enhance lithium ion mobility in PEO to make polymer
electrolytes viable for usage in rechargeable lithium ion batteries. The results showed
that while ionic conductivity increased to a moderate degree with the addition of
plasticizers, the lithium diffusion itself showed very little change. The enhancement in
ionic conductivity was primarily due to increased anion diffusion. The presence of the
alumina surface had little effect on lithium ion mobility in PEO with lithium salts.
However, at the lowest temperatures simulated, 320 K, an alumina surface treated with
acid so that many of its oxygens were hydroxylated, small increases in ionic conductivity
and lithium ion transport were observed. This increase had less to do with interactions
between lithium and the alumina surface itself, as lithium ions near the surface had little
mobility, but was due to faster transfer 1-2 nm away from the lithium surface. The work
carried out to investigate lithium ion mobility in PEO shows that many of the current
strategies to enhance lithium ion mobility in these polymer electrolytes are not adequate
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to bring lithium ion mobility nearly high enough for viable usage and new strategies are
required.

5.2

Future Work

Our work showed that plasticizers and solid surfaces only had marginal influences
on lithium ion mobility. However, adding these two together may have a greater
influence. In addition, we can try other plasticizers. My previous research found that
alumina surfaces can show potential enhancements in lithium ion mobility, but cyclic
plasticizers do not show much of an effect. If further plasticizers can be investigated, and
some are found to promote small to moderate enhancements in lithium ion mobility, they
can be placed next to a surface to see if further enhancement is possible. This strategy of
combining multiple avenues for enhanced lithium ion mobility may be enough to bring it
high enough to make polymer electrolytes viable for rechargeable lithium batteries.

APPENDIX A
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SUBROUTINE conductivity
call diffusion
cnd=0.0d0
do i = l , n r e s

do

see Appendix B
calculate double summation part in
Eq. 2.21. Only ions have charge, +1
or -1, other molecules are neutrals in
this work.

j=l,nres
i f (i . l e . j ) then
do m = l , 3
in three dimensions
cnd=cnd+chrg(i)*chrg(j)*com(m,i)*com(m,j)
end do
end if
end do
end do
dim=3. 0
vol=box(1)*box(2)*box(3)
const=ele**2.0/(2.0*dim*vol*kb*tempO)
c n d = c n d * c o n s t * l . 0d20
change unit to S/cm
return
end s u b r o u t i n e

APPENDIX B
SOURCE CODE FOR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
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SUBROUTINE diffusion
if (iinit.eq.l) then
do i=l,natom
do m=l,3
xo (m, i) =xi (m, i)
xid(m,i)=0.0d0
end do
end do
else if (iinit.eq.2) then
do i=l,natom
do m=l,3
xio(m)=xi(m,i)-xo(m,i)
call pbc
xid(m,i)=xid(m,i)+xio(m)
xo (m, i) =xi (m, i)
end do
end do

initialize some values

save old position

begin to calculate MSD

calculate the distance move within
time t to t+dt
Periodic Boundary Condition
save old position

do i t = l , n t y p e
initialize some values
msd(it)=0.0d0
count(it)=0
end do
do ii=l,nres
do m=l,3
com(m,ii)=0.OdO
end do
end do
do ii=l,nres
it=itype(ipres (ii))
tamass=0.OdO
count ( i t ) =count ( i t ) + 1
count the number of each molecule
do i = i p r e s ( i i ) , i p r e s ( i i + 1) - 1 calculate center-of-mass for every
molecule
tamass=tamass+amass(i)
do m = l , 3
com(m,ii)=com(m,ii)+
amass(i)*xid(m,i)
end do
end do
do m=l,3
calculate MSD for each molecule in
three dimensions
com(m, i i ) = c o m ( m , i i ) / t a m a s s
msd(it)=msd(it)+com(m,ii)**2
end do
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end do
do it=l,ntype
msd(it)=msd(it)/dble(count(it))
end do
end if
return
end subroutine

APPENDIX C

SOURCE CODE FOR RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
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SUBROUTINE r d f
if

( i i n i t . e q . l ) then
do it=l,ntype
npart(it)=0
do jt=l,ntype
do bin=l,maxbin
hist(bin,it,jt)=0.OdO
nhist(bin,it,jt)=0
end do
end do
end do
do i = l , n a t o m

it=itype(i)
npart(it)=npart(it)+1
enddo
dr=rcut/dble(maxbin)
vol=box(1)*box(2)*box(3)
else if (iinit.eq.2) then
do i=l,natom-l
it=itype(i)
do j=i,natom
jt=itype(j)
rij=0.0d0
do m=l, 3

initialize some values

calculate number of each type of
atoms

calculate distance between atom i
andj

x i j (m) = x i (m, i ) - x i (m, j )
c a l l pbc
rij=rij+xij(m)**2
end do
rij=dsqrt(rij)
bin=int(rij/dr)+l
if (bin.le.maxbin) then
if ( i t . l e . j t ) then
h i s t ( b i n , i t , j t ) = h i s t ( b i n , i t , jt)+1.OdO
nhist(bin,it,jt)=nhist(bin,it,jt)+1
else
hist(bin,jt,it)=hist(bin,jt,it)+1.0d0
nhist(bin,jt,it)=nhist(bin,jt,it)+l
end i f
end i f
end do
end do
else
normalize RDF
do b i n = l , m a x b i n
r=dr*dble(bin)
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vb=r**3.0-(r-dr)**3.0
do i t = l , n t y p e
do j t = l , n t y p e
rho=dble(npart(jt))/vol
nideal=(4.0/3.0)*pi*vb*rho
hist(bin,it,jt)=hist(bin,it,jt)/dble(npart(it))
/dble(nhist(bin,it,jt))/nideal
end do
end do
end do
end if
return
end subroutine

APPENDIX D

SOURCE CODE FOR COORDINATION NUMBER
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SUBROUTINE CordNum
c a l l rdf
cn=0.0d0
do b i n = l , m a x b i n
r=dr*dble(bin)
vb=r**3.0-(r-dr)**3.0
i f ( r . l e . rmin) t h e n

see Appendix C

calculate the number of it atoms in
theyY's first coordination shell
cn=cn+hist(bin,it,jt)*(4.0/3.0)
*pi*vb*dble(npart(it))/vol
end i f
end do
return
end s u b r o u t i n e
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